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APTIPLUS

SECTION A

and,

1. (a) VWhen people-use-a.common-resesource without a coordinated planthe result is often

MAINS MOCK TEST, 2022

a tragedy of the commons in which the resource is denleted. n this context, disCUss tne

various ethical challenges arising out of the utilization of Global Commons. (150 words,

10 marks)
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aOtUCened tvte

dt S oloethies? Why has its importance increased racently? DisCUss One

bioethical issue of eminence in recent times. (150 words, 10 marks)
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Z. (a) "Choice is the essence of ethics, if there were no choice there would be no ethics, no

BO00, noevil." lilustrate the nature and essence of ethics. in the context of the above

statement. (150 words, 10 marks)
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(b) What is the doctrine of double effect? Does 'Principle of Permissible Harm' stand the
test of moral lawS?150 words, 10 marks)
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Can whom

3, (a) What acts as the SQurces of ethical guidance for a civil servant? Ilkstrate each with
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an example. (150 Words, 10 marks)
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(b) Ethical considerations must precede -the shift towards a data-driven model of
governance. Examine. (150 words, 10 marks)
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4, (a) "Principles--without-virtues.are impotent and traits without principles are blind

Elaborate. (150 words, 10 marks)
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(b) "Values in an administrative system are taught as much as they are caught".
Comment. (150 words, 10 marks)
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5. (a) Should humans aspire for pleasure or happiness? Justify. (150 words, 10 marks)
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(D) A bribe giver is to be cqually blamed as a bribe-taker. Examine this statement from

an ethical perspective with examples. (150 words, 10 marks)
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6. (a) Discuss how the knowledge ofattitude can
help.the.administrator improve the work

culture of his organization? 150 words, 10 marks)
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(b) Given below is a quotation of a ereat moral thinker/hilosopher. Bring out what it

means to youin the present context.
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G corme nearest to the great when we are great in humility." (150 words, 10 marks)
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7. (a) Why is utilitarianism called a consequentialist moral doctrine? Ilustrate with an'

example. (150 words, 10 marks)
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(b) Courage is the value underlying all moral commitments. Discuss. (150 words, 1o

marks)
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SECTIONB

8. Rajesh Kumar is a senior public servant. with a reputation for honesty and
TOrtnrighthess, currently posted in the Einance Ministry as Head of the Budget Diviston,

is department is presently busy organizing the budgetary support for the states, lour
of which are due to go to the polls within the financialyear. This year s annual budget
had allotted 78300 crores for the National Housing Scheme (NHS), a centrally sponsored
SOcial housing scheme for the weaker sections of society. 775 crores have been drawntor NHS till June. The Ministryof Commerce had Jong been pursuing a case for setting upa Special Economic Zone (SEZ) in a southern state to boost exports. After two years or
detailed discussions between the centre and state, the Union Cabinet approved theproject in August. The process was initiated to acquire the necessary land. Eighteenmonths ago, a leading Public Sector Unit (PSU) had projected the need for setting up alarge natural gas processing plant in a northern state for the regional gas grid. Therequired landis already in possession of the PSU. The gas grid is an essential componentof the national energy security strategy. After three rounds ofglobal bidding, the proJectwas allotted to an MNC, M/s XYZ Hydrocarbons. The first tranche of payment to theMNC is scheduled to be made in December. Finance Ministry was asked for a timelyallocation of an additional 6000 crores for these two developmental projects. It wasdecided to recommend the. re-appropriation of this entire amount from the NHSallocation. The file was forwarded to Budget Department for their comments andfurther processing.. On studying the:case file, Rajesh Kumar realized that thisreappropriation may cause an inordinate delay in the execution of NHS, a project muchpublicized in the rallies of senior politícians. Correspondingly, the non-availability offinances would cause a financial' loss in the SEZ and national embarrassment due todelayed payment in an international project. Rajesh Kurmar discussed the matter withhis seniors. He conveyed that this politically sensitive situationneeds to be processedimmediately. Rajesh Kumar realized that the diversion of funds from NHS could raisedifficult questions for the government in the Parliament. Discuss the followingconcerning this case:
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(a) Ethical issues involved in the re-appropriation of funds from a welfare project to thedevelopmental projects. (150 words, 10 marks)
(b) Given the needfor-proper_utilization of public-funds, discussthe-options available toRajesh Kumar. Is resigning a worthy option? (250 words, 15 marks)
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9. You are a young athiete representing India at an international-level competition. During
the competition, you witness a few senior athletes injecting something usinga syringe,
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in ptivate. When you
approach them, they explain that it is a performance-enhancing

ardg, wnich is very common in such competitions and you should take the same as well.You are in fear and decide to approach the coach to discuss the event you witnessed.However, you get to know that the athletes are takingthe drug at the advice of thecoach himself.

(a) What wouldyou do inthis scenario? Discuss the options available to yoU and chart yourcourse of action. (250 words, 15 marks)(b)Why do you think the use of unfair means to enhance performance is common In acompetitive sporting event? How can this practice be minimized? (250 words, 15 markS)
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10. There have been reports of reneat instances of moh unching in different states Or indid.
It has been pointed out that these presumably faceless mobs gather impromptu based

On unveritied information on issues that affect the collective conscience of the soCiety

don't evencow slaughter etc. Most people

even get away with committing such a

such as child trafficking, sexual harassment,
regret their actions of violating the law and
heinous crime.

(a) What are the socio-psychological factors that motivate people ta jointhe mob-nd ki!

fellow human beings? (150 words, 10 marks)
(D) ldentiy the implications of increasing crime-Of lvAching on society. (150 words, 10

marks)

(C) Exanmine the role of social media in recent instancestof mob lynching. Asa law

efercement officer, how will you prevent -such incidents from happening in your

district? (150 words,10 marks)
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11. A renowned and critically acclaimed producer-director has come up with a new movie

based on a retelling of the freedom movement. The trailer of this project depicts

prominent freedom fighters and variouS aspects of their personalíties, It is a project that

involves substantial sums of money and has taken collaborative efforts for 3 years.

However, certain political and Social activists have objected to what they perceived as a

negative portrayal of some freedomfighters. As such, they have opposed the release of

this movie and issued threats with serious
consequences. This has comein the context

of an increase inthe number of instances involving many grooups issuing threats against

one or the other movie. In such a context you have been designated as the head of a

special committee with the broad responsibility of reviewing the film certification

process in general as well as checking the historical accuracy of the events depicted in

MAINS MOCK TEST, 2022

this particular movie.

(a) Who are the key stakeholders yu would involve as part of the consultation process?

(150 words, 10 marks)

(b) What are the principlessthat you wouldconsider while giying yoir
recommendatíons to

ne government? Also, pravide an outlineof a solution that you deem appropriate in the

prevailing context. (250words, 15 marks)
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